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My Past Work





Quick Survey



How many of you work or volunteer at 
organizations that use the term “no-kill?”



How many of you work or volunteer 
at organizations that have concerns 
about the “no-kill” term?



Arguments Against “No-Kill” Language
• Some feel that the public doesn’t understand 

the term.
• The term is “weaponized” by some no-kill 

advocates to attack shelter workers and divide 
many in animal welfare.

• It’s divisive — used to describe one shelter as 
better than another (“no-kill shelter” vs. “kill 
shelter”). 

• “I don’t believe I am a killer and I don’t 
appreciate being called a killer.”

• No-kill = hoarding, lack of public safety.



Birth of the Modern Humane Movement



Pound, SPCA, Humane Society



Euthanasia



In 1984, an estimated 17 million animals were being 
killed every year in America's shelter system. 

The Birth of the No-Kill Movement

It was this year that the founders of Best Friends Animal Society broke 
ground on what has become the nation’s largest no-kill animal sanctuary 
and the flagship of the no-kill movement. 





• Best Friends becomes the flagship for the no-kill movement.

Utah and San Francisco: 1984

• Rich Avanzino, largely regarded as 
the father of the no-kill movement, 
is president of the San Francisco 
SPCA.

• Avanzino gives notice to the city of 
San Francisco that the SPCA will 
end animal control services for the 
city in 1989.



• The San Francisco SPCA hands 
animal control back to the city and the 
newly formed Department of Animal 
Care and Control focuses on making 
San Francisco a no-kill city.

San Francisco: 1989



Ed Duvin: 1989

Ed Duvin writes a revolutionary 
article, “In the Name of Mercy.” 

Duvin makes a rational appeal for 
a new ethic in animal sheltering, 
questioning conventional wisdom 
about the kindest way to relate to 
homeless animals. It sets the 
philosophical stage for the no-kill 
movement.



• Best Friends Animal Sanctuary begins 
publishing Best Friends magazine and 
it becomes the national voice of the 
no-kill movement and the largest 
general-interest animal publication in 
the U.S.

Kanab, Utah: 1992





• San Francisco becomes the nation’s first 
no-kill city when the San Francisco SPCA, 
under Rich Avanzino, establishes an 
adoption pact with the Department of 
Animal Care and Control.

San Francisco: 1994



• We were always positive, but used 
language about ending the killing.

• “Our aim is the end to the need for killing 
homeless animals in shelters. This would 
take a big change in public awareness as 
well as major cooperation among all the 
shelters.”

- Julie Stuart (aka Julie Castle, Best Friends magazine, 1997)

Language Mattered Then



Language Matters Now



• Euthanasia: The painless 
killing of a patient suffering 
from an incurable and 
painful disease or in an 
irreversible coma.

• Killing: An act of causing 
death, especially 
deliberately.

Some Definitions



Shelters and shelter workers 
often used euphemisms or 
softened the language to hide 
what was happening and 
protect the public from the 
reality of the fate of animals. 
For more than a century, the 
term “euthanasia” was used 
for all death directly 
administered by shelters. 



Euthanasia: Defined purely as an act of 
mercy, euthanasia should be reserved for 
animals who are in irredeemable medical 
situations, or whose behavior obstacles 
make them unsuitable for rehabilitation. 
Euthanasia should be reserved solely for 
ending the suffering of an animal who has 
experienced serious and irreversible 
reduction in his/her quality of life.

Best Friends No-Kill Definitions



Killing: Ending the life of an animal who 
is healthy or treatable (either medically or 
behaviorally) as a means of creating space 
for incoming animals in a shelter or for 
other considerations.

Best Friends No-Kill Definitions



• The term “euthanasia,” by definition, means an act 
of mercy. Therefore, it should be reserved solely 
for ending the suffering of an animal who has 
experienced serious and irreversible reduction in 
his/her quality of life.

• Best Friends does not consider population control 
by any lethal means, including lethal injection, to be 
euthanasia by definition. Any healthy or treatable 
animal who has his/her life ended to make space for 
other animals, or for some other reason, such as 
treatable medical conditions or old age, should be 
considered to have been killed.

To Clarify



• In our view, for a community to be 
considered truly no-kill, it means that no 
healthy or treatable animal is killed. 

• We understand the importance of having 
a quantitative benchmark, as it gives 
communities a goal to aim for and generates 
accountability for no-kill program efforts. 
Generally, the no-kill threshold for a 
community is considered to be 90%. 

The Way We See It



We understand the 
importance of having a 
quantitative benchmark, 
as it gives communities 
a goal to aim for and 
generates accountability 
for no-kill program 
efforts. Generally, the 
no-kill threshold for a 
community is considered 
to be 90%. 

What’s with the 90% Definition?

90%



In one survey, 71% 
of respondents felt 
that animal shelters 
should only be 
allowed to euthanize 
animals when they 
are too sick to be 
treated or too 
aggressive to be 
adopted.

– AP-Petside.com poll,
conducted by GfK Roper Public Affairs & 

Corporate Communications 



Difficult behavioral problems are acceptable 
reasons for one-third of adults, but few adults think 
it is OK to euthanize an animal simply because of 
the pet’s age, length of time spent in a shelter or 
overcrowding. 

– 2017 Best Friends brand survey, conducted by MMR



• There are many reasons that people adopt from 
an animal welfare organization, but the main one 
is a desire to support the no-kill movement on a 
local community level.

• In the survey, 47% of those who plan to adopt a 
pet will choose a shelter in order to support their 
no-kill policies and do their part to help reduce 
the number of animals at risk.

• The majority of respondents found the phrase 
“no-kill” to be results-oriented, bold and urgent. 

The Public Wants to Support No-Kill

– 2017 Best Friends brand, survey conducted by MMR



A Case for No-Kill



• Boston University published the results from 
its 21st-Century Mayor’s Leadership Survey. 

• The purpose of this survey is to improve how 
cities function, and the methodology included 
interviewing more than 70 mayors from 
representative cities both large and small.

A Case for No-Kill



• Asked: “Which three cities (either domestic or 
foreign) do you most often look to for policy and/or 
management ideas?”

• Of the top 10 cities for policy and management ideas:
– Two are no-kill (#3 Austin and #9 Seattle) 
– Two are in the 80% to 90% save rate range 

(#7 Salt Lake City and #4 Denver)
– Four have active efforts in place to get to no-kill 

(#1 New York City, #5 Portland, #6 Philadelphia 
and #8 Los Angeles) 

A Case for No-Kill (continued)



This study shows pretty conclusively that the 
most admired cities in the U.S. — the ones 
that other cities look to for leadership —
have a commitment to no-kill.



• Limited-admission 
vs. open-admission

• No-kill is about 
communities and 
programming

• Stop using “kill 
shelter”

Final Thoughts on Language



Engagement and Transparency



• Some feel that the public doesn’t understand the 
term.

• The term is “weaponized” by some no-kill 
advocates to attack shelter workers and divide 
many in animal welfare.

• It’s divisive — used to describe one shelter as 
better than another (“no-kill shelter” vs. “kill 
shelter”). 

• No-kill = hoarding, lack of public safety.
• No-kill refers to shelter workers as “killers.”

Some Arguments Against “ No-Kill” Language



“We believe that there is no other way society 
will achieve large-scale progress against the 
urgent and complex problems of our time, 
unless a collective impact approach becomes 
the accepted way of doing business.”

– John Kania and Mark Kramer

Community Engagement: Collective Impact Framework

collaborationforimpact.com/collective-impact



What No-Kill Isn’t



It’s NOT anti-community safety 



It’s NOT anti-enforcement



It’s NOT pro-hoarding



We are making the distinction between 
killing and euthanizing 
so that we are clear on what we 
are looking to end. 



A killer?



NO-KILL CALCULATOR 
PROGRAMS

BESTFRIENDS.ORG/NO-KILL-CALCULATOR-PROGRAMS



Questions?




